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1. Introduction

2. Literature Review

Students’ understanding of a mathematical idea depends
upon the examples used by their teachers [1,2]. This is
because the content of the examples and the methods that
teachers use to guide students’ attention towards such
content are correlated with students’ understanding [3].
Thus, the key responsibility of a math teacher is to select
examples that provide the best learning opportunities for
students, as well as present the examples in the way most
suitable to promote learning. Many studies have focused
on the use of exemplification and examples when students
learn a new mathematical concept and corresponding
proofs [4,5]; however, very few studies have investigated
the selection of examples by university teachers in teaching
classes on differentiation and derivatives. Given that
researching teaching processes is challenging, even though
the need to study the teaching processes of collegiate
mathematics has been repeatedly emphasized [6,7],
empirical studies that demonstrate and analyze the actual
practice of collegiate mathematics teachers are limited [8].
The focus, research questions, methods, and analyses of
existing studies are not directly based upon what teachers
say, do, and think about in collegiate classrooms from an
extensive and detailed perspective [7]. Therefore, studying
real-life classroom teaching is a necessary means of
reducing the gap between collegiate mathematics practitioners
and scholars and to unify our understanding of collegiate
mathematics teaching. The study reported here is part of a
larger research program addressing the role and nature of
examples in mathematical thinking, learning, and teaching.
The main goal of this part of the study is to characterize
mathematics teachers’ choice and use of examples in
teaching derivatives.

Examples play a fundamental and significant role in
most mathematics teaching processes [1,9,10,11]. Zaslavsky
and Lavie particularly emphasize that a “good instructional
example” conveys the teacher’s intended meaning to the
students [12]. Being an integral part of mathematical
thinking, learning, and teaching practice, examples facilitate
students’ conceptualization, generalization, abstraction,
argumentation, and analogical thinking [11]. Selecting
appropriate examples is an art in mathematics teaching
[13]. Good examples serve as cultural tools that mediate
the relationship between learners, mathematical concepts,
and theorems [14]. In other words, examples are the key to
understanding abstract ideas, as well as the main tool for
communicating mathematical ideas. Discussion of the
relationship between examples and teaching/learning can
be traced back to the study of Michener (1978), who
examined the role of examples in understanding mathematics.
According to Michener, examples contain “illustrative
material”; dual relations therefore exist between result,
example, and concept, and “the dual items of an example
are the ingredient concepts and results to discuss or construct
it, and the concepts and results motivated by it” [15].
Based on the concept of dual relations, examples can be
considered as specific cases of a predefined category, as
well as the origin of a category that has not yet been described.
Michener (1978) distinguishes four types of examples
(which are not necessarily mutually disjoint) from an
epistemological perspective: start-up examples, reference
examples, model examples, and counterexamples. Start-up
examples help learners to establish the basic definitions
and results as well as develop intuition in a new subject.
Reference examples are standard examples that connect
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concepts, results, and models. Model examples are
paradigmatic and serve as generic examples that can be
duplicated and used to generate new illustrative examples.
Counterexamples are used to illustrate incorrect speculations,
and can demonstrate theorems, conditions of definitions,
and the importance of hypotheses [15].

3. Method
Using a qualitative approach, the present study
examined the teaching practice of Dr. A and Dr. B, both of
whom are calculus teachers at a science and technology
university in Northern Taiwan. Face-to-face interviews
and classroom observation were adopted to collect the
study data. The interviews were conducted both prior to
and following classroom observation (pre-observation and
post-observation interviews). The pre-observation interviews
were conducted one hour before the beginning of each
class. The purpose was to understand the teachers’ thoughts
and viewpoints regarding the class, such as their intended
teaching and learning objectives, expected achievements,
the prepared examples that were to be presented, and their
reasons for selecting the examples, as well as the expected
impact of the examples on students’ learning. The information
collected during the interviews prior to the class was
compiled into pre-active notes, which were used to help
the researchers understand the teachers’ planned teaching
activities. The pre-active notes were then brought into the
classroom to assist with class observations. The data
collection processes continued throughout the course
of lessons related to derivatives. Each teacher was
interviewed ten times individually. Each interview lasted
approximately 35 to 40 minutes, and audio and video
records were taken. It took both teachers ten lessons to
teach the concept of derivatives. Video records of all
lessons were taken. Since no significant changes were
found in the pedagogical models applied by either teacher,
the collected data could be seen as saturated [16]. After
the data collection period, the interviews and videos were
transcribed into manuscripts. The manuscripts were read
by the researchers several times, with an additional focus
on the types of examples selected and the teachers’
teaching behavior. Grounded theory was adopted, the data
were encoded and grouped into concepts, and the research
results were inducted accordingly [16]. Next, open-coding,
axial-coding, and selective-coding techniques were
applied to produce descriptive categories. Throughout the
process of analysis, comparisons between each pair of
categories were continually conducted to generate new
categories [16].

4. Empirical Data and Analysis
During the observation period, the teachers stood in
front of the class when giving lectures and the students sat
in their seats listening to the teacher and took notes
accordingly. There was limited teacher-student interaction
and no interaction between students. The focus of the
observation was to identify the types of examples used by
Dr. A and Dr. B in teaching derivatives.

4.1. Start-Up Examples
The instructional examples that were used to initiate the
basic definition and results and establish intuition in the
new subject, and examples that Dr. A referred to as
“preparing the students,” were classified as start-up
examples. These examples were usually presented prior to
the introduction of concepts and theorems. Although
exploration examples are also considered start-up
examples, given that they tend to have a clearer purpose,
they were classified in an individual category. Dr. B only
used start-up examples in one instance, which was
presented before the introduction of the formal definition
of derivatives. In one class given by Dr. B, he first
reviewed the slope of the straight line between two points.
Next, he used a graph to illustrate the limit of the slopes of
a series of secants and the slope of a tangent. He then
defined the limit as “the derivative of f (x) at x = c.”
Dr. A used six start-up examples. The first start-up
example was presented before the introduction of the
formal definition of derivatives. According to Dr. A,
“Students do not know what a tangent line is. They think
that the line that has a single intersection point on the
graph is called the tangent line. But that’s wrong! Since I
want to define derivatives from the slope of the tangent
line, I need to begin with the concept of the tangent line.”
In the class, he asked the students, “What is the tangent
line of a curve?” A student replied, “The line that has only
one point of intersection with the curve is the tangent line.”
Next, Dr. A drew a curve on the blackboard and a tangent
line that went through point P on the curve. However, this
line had another point of intersection with the curve. Dr. A
then asked the student, “Is this a tangent line of the curve
that intersects with point P?” Only a small number of
students answered “yes” or “no,” while the majority of the
students appeared to have difficulty answering the
question. It was apparent that this start-up example
successfully triggered cognitive conflict in the students,
where they overgeneralized the nature of a tangent line to
a circle (which has only one intersection point with the
circle) to the concept of a tangent line to a curve.
The second start-up example was used to introduce the
relationship between differentiability and continuity.
According to Dr. A, “If you introduce the theorem directly
and then prove the theorem, the students won’t really
develop mathematical intuition; it will be difficult for
them to have a thorough understanding. I want to use the
Gauss function, something that the students are familiar
with, as an example, and approach the proposition from its
contraposition.” Before introducing the theorem “If f is
differentiable at a, then f is continuous at a,” Dr. A asked
the students a question, “If a Gauss function f ( x) =  x  is
not continuous at a, is f ( x) =  x  differentiable at a?”

Next, using combined symbolic and graphical
representations, he proved to the students that when x = 0,
the left-hand derivatives and right-hand derivatives are not
equal; therefore, f is not differentiable at 0. After
generating a basic level of intuition, Dr. A continued by
asking the students, “If a function f (x) is not continuous at
a, is f (x) not differentiable at a? If so, then the statement
‘if a function f (x) is differentiable at a, then f (x) is
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continuous at a’ is true.” He then used a symbolic
representation to prove the theorem in mathematical notation.

4.2. Exploration Examples
The instructional examples that were used to guide
students towards particular concepts or theorems and the
examples that provided evidence for the credibility of
concepts or theorems that were then introduced were
categorized as exploration examples. Dr. B did not use
any exploration examples, whereas Dr. A used four
exploration examples. The first exploration example used
by Dr. A was presented prior to the introduction of Rolle’s
Theorem. Dr. A first asked each student to draw a
continuous, smooth curve or a straight line between the
points [a,b] in their notebooks under the condition that
f(a)=f(b). Next, Dr. A asked the students to connect the
two endpoints (a, f (a)) and (b, f (b)) on the graph that they
had just drawn. He then asked them, “Are there any
tangent lines in your drawings that are special?” The
students noticed either tangent lines that were parallel to
the line connecting the two endpoints or that there were
horizontal tangent lines. Dr. A then further asked, “How
many tangent lines are there?” Due to the differences in
their graphs, the students found different numbers of
horizontal tangent lines, ranging from one to infinity. In
the next stage, Dr. A selected several representative
graphs and asked the students to draw them on the
blackboard. He then guided the students in converting the
graphical and verbal representations into a symbolic
representation, leading to the statement of Rolle’s
Theorem. Dr. A did not present a proof of Rolle’s
Theorem, but rather used an exploration example to derive
the theorem. The second exploration example was an
extension of the first exploration example. Dr. A asked the
students, “If I removed the condition ‘f(a)=f(b)’ from
Rolle’s Theorem, would we get the same result?” Again,
he asked each student to draw a continuous, smooth curve
through points [a,b] in their notebooks. He then asked the
students, “Based on what we have learned just now, what
interesting phenomenon can you see in your graphs?” The
students’ replies included “A tangent line parallel to the
connecting line of the two endpoints can be drawn on the
curve” and “Two tangent lines parallel to the connecting
line of the two endpoints can be drawn on the curve.”
Again, Dr. A selected several representative graphs and
asked the students to draw them on the blackboard. He
then guided the students in converting the graphical and
verbal representations into a symbolic representation,
leading to the statement of the Mean Value Theorem, and
then used Rolle’s Theorem to prove the Mean Value
Theorem. Students were able to observe the statement of
the theorem from the exploration example, while the
exploration example also provided them with
“argumentation credibility.” Thus, for the students, the
graphs they drew may suffice to convince them that what
they saw was a definite statement uniquely determined by
the nature of mathematics and is thus a credible statement.
In particular, while the two exploration examples were
initiated by Dr. A, they consisted of examples given by
the students themselves. During the pre-observation
interview, Dr. A commented that, “Students tend to
memorize the theorems without understanding them.
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These two theorems have tremendous geometric
significance. I told the students, a graph speaks louder
than a thousand words. They just need to draw a graph to
describe the statement of a theorem. At the same time,
graphs can help them understand statements, rather than
simply memorizing them. More importantly, by
introducing this kind of exploration process, the students
will realize that they are able to discover theorems on their
own.”

4.3. Illustrating Examples
Examples that were used to exemplify an introduced
theorem were categorized as illustrating examples.
Illustrating examples of a theorem could be used to
persuade students of the possibility of a given theorem and
provide insight into the proof, rather than familiarize them
with the procedural knowledge conveyed by definitions
and theorems. Illustrating examples are usually presented
following the description of the theorem, introduced either
just before or after the proof of the theorem, and they can
even serve as replacements for the proof. Dr. A and Dr. B
used 8 and 13 illustrating examples of definitions and
theorems, respectively. Dr. B presented his first
illustrating example after he described and illustrated the
definition of derivatives. He used f ( x) = x as an
example to calculate f '(4) . A seventh illustrating
example used by Dr. B was presented after the
introduction of the definition of critical numbers and the
theorem, “If f has a relative extremum at c, then c is a
critical number of f. ” Dr. B used the graph of a
complicated function at a point where the derivative
equals 0 and a point where no derivatives exist to illustrate
that relative extrema only occur at the critical numbers;
however, he did not provide a proof of the theorem.
During the pre-observation interview, Dr. B talked about
why he used an illustrating example with a graph to
replace the proof: “In fact, the proof of this theorem is
very simple, but it involves mathematical logic; namely,
the left-hand derivatives and right-hand derivatives. Since
the proof of the theorem involves a complex string of
symbols and ideas, the entire proof process may confuse
the students.” Dr. A also agreed that the inference of the
proof of the aforementioned theorem was difficult for
students to master. Separately, Dr. A wanted to “use this
example to help students understand the theorem and
guide students to understand the proof. ” Before
( x)
x 2 − 4 as an
presenting the proof, Dr. A used f =
example, and explained that the derivative of f(x) is
x
. Next, Dr. A asked the students to
f '( x) =
x2 − 4
identify the situations (the range of x) where derivatives
exist, where derivatives fail to exist, where the derivative
is equal to 0, and where the derivative is not equal to 0. He
then used a tree graph to classify the derivatives: “There
are two statuses of derivatives, existent and non-existent.
When derivatives exist, the derivatives can either equal 0
or not equal 0. Thus, we can divide derivatives into three
situations: derivatives fail to exist, the derivatives equal 0,
and the derivatives do not equal 0. At this point, let’s go
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back to this theorem and read it again: if the derivative of f
at c doesn’t exist, then we don’t have to prove anything; if
the derivative of f at c exists, we have to prove that the
derivative equals 0.”

4.4. Counterexamples
Examples that were used to illustrate that a speculation
is false or to demonstrate the necessity of the conditions
and hypotheses behind definitions and theorems were
categorized as counterexamples. Counterexamples can
also be used to provide examples that do not satisfy all of
the hypotheses and then prove that the results are not true,
or to provide examples that lead to altered hypotheses and
altered results so as to generate a different but related
theorem. Such examples are used to convey to students the
credibility of the theorems or to support understanding of
the concepts or theorems. Dr. A and Dr. B used six and
five counterexamples, respectively. Four of the
counterexamples used by Dr B. were to refute the
speculation “If f is continuous at a, then f is differentiable
at a.” His first counterexample used graphical and
symbolic representation to show that f ( x) = x is
continuous when x = 0, but not differentiable. The second
counterexample used graphical representation to
demonstrate that f ( x) = 2 x is continuous when x = 0;
there is a tangent line, but the tangent line has no slope;
hence, it is not differentiable. The fifth counterexample
illustrated a situation where a number of the hypotheses of
the Mean Value Theorem are not satisfied: “Let
f ( x) = x . Examine whether the Mean Value Theorem is
satisfied when f(x) is within [-1,2].” The first
counterexample used by Dr. A was the same as the first
counterexample used by Dr. B. His second
counterexample was “If f ( x) ≥ g ( x) , ∀x ∈ [ a, b ] , is

f '( x) ≥ g '( x) , ∀x ∈ [ a, b ] ?” The third counterexample
was “If

f '( x) ≥ g '( x),

∀x ∈ [ a, b ] , is

f ( x) ≥ g ( x),

∀x ∈ [ a, b ] ?” The second and third counterexamples were
presented after the introduction of the definition and
calculation of derivatives. Dr. A expressed his reasons for
selecting the two counterexamples in the pre-observation
interview: “Firstly, I want to challenge the students’ false
intuition and inspire them to think more mathematically.
Secondly, the students know that a derivative is the slope
of a tangent line; however, they are only able use this
knowledge during calculation, rather than applying the
concept to think [mathematically]. Lastly, I hope that the
students can come up with their own counterexamples
through discussion, rather than my telling them directly.”
Initially, the students thought that both statements were
correct. However, through discussion between the teacher
and students, Dr. A constantly challenged the ideas of the
students, providing feedback on the examples they
proposed. Eventually, all students were able to give
correct counterexamples.

4.5. Extending Examples
Examples that were used to extend a concept or
definition after it was introduced so that the introduced

concept and definition can be linked to other
concepts, results, and models, were categorized as
extending examples. Dr. A used three extending
examples. It is worth noting that after introducing
f (c + h) − f (c)
,
the definition of the derivative, lim h→0
h
he asked the students for the definition of
f ( 2 + 3h ) − f ( 2 − h )
. Dr. A introduced his
lim h→0
5h
reason for using this instructional example during the preobservation interview: “Students tend to hold stereotypes
toward the formula, based on the definition of derivatives
and thoughts that they must have been given by other
teachers. As a result, they are likely to have difficulties
when they need to use the definition of derivatives to
prove formulas or theorems, such as in the proof for the
chain rule of differentiation. So, I hope that this example
can help students to understand the structure of the
definition of derivatives. Regardless of the appearance of
the formula, as long as the structure is the same, it is a
definition of a derivative.” Dr. A attempted to extend the
students’ understanding of the definition of derivatives
from a single symbolic representation to an expression of
a structure with this example. “The numerator is the
difference between the values of two functions, and the
denominator is the difference between the two
independent variables of the numerator. The limits of the
numerator and denominator are both 0. If the denominator
is not the difference between the two independent
variables of the numerator, then it does not belong to
f '(a ) .” Extending examples can be used to generate or
describe examples and to define the possible variations of
the category, while the variation itself falls within a range
of permissible changes [13] and creates and resolves
cognitive conflict [17]. These observations and examples
are relevant from the perspective of the theory of variation,
for the comparison of variance and invariance is important
to prepare students to grasp the characteristics of
mathematical objects [18,19].

5. Discussion and Conclusion
The types of instructional examples used by the two
teachers in this study include start-up examples, exploration
examples, illustrating examples, counterexamples, and
extending examples. The contributions of this study
include providing a better understanding of the application
of corresponding examples in the teaching practice of
calculus courses, as well as providing an insight into how
instructors can use these examples in their calculus
courses. The application of exploration and extending
examples in particular has not yet been covered in
previous research. The primary limitation of this study lies
in the limited number of observed teachers. In addition,
the instructional examples presented in this study were
only a subset of the examples adopted by collegiate
mathematics teachers in their calculus teaching practices.
Although the research sample of the present study was
small, the present researchers managed to obtain abundant
examples to construct the architecture of instructional
examples to teach derivatives.
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Thompson identified Kuhn and Ball’s model of
mathematics teaching as “constituting a consensual
knowledge base regarding models of teaching” [20,21].
Kuhn and Ball’s model identifies four different teaching
approaches:
A. Learner focused: mathematics teaching that focuses
on the learner’s personal construction of mathematics
knowledge;
B. Content-focused with an emphasis on conceptual
understanding: mathematics teaching that is driven
by the content itself but emphasizes conceptual
understanding;
C. Content-focused with an emphasis on performance:
mathematics teaching that emphasizes student
performance and mastery of mathematical rules and
procedures; and
D. Classroom focused: mathematics teaching based on
knowledge about effective classrooms.
According to this model and based on the instructional
examples used by the two teachers, it can be concluded
that Dr. B’s teaching approach was more content-focused
with an emphasis on performance, as he emphasized
mathematical rules and procedures. According to Dr. B,
the purpose of using instructional examples was to explain
procedural knowledge. There was little interaction and
discussion between the teacher and the students in his
classes. He “automated” the calculation process and
trained the students to respond to informational clues,
such as specific words and contexts, in the question.
During the interview, he claimed that, “if you see that the
question asks you to solve the extremum, you should be
able to realize that the derivatives equal 0.” Dr. A’s
teaching approach was more inclined towards what
Thompson described as content-focused with an emphasis
on conceptual understanding [20], with its distinguishing
feature, the “dual influence of content and learner. On the
one hand, content is focal, but on the other, understanding
is viewed as constructed by the individual” [21].
Dr. A believes that mathematics is a logically consistent
knowledge-based entity that awaits discovery by students.
He emphasized the understanding of concepts and encouraged
students to develop their intuitive ideas towards concepts
such as variability and slope. His teaching method was
student-centered. He arranged classroom interactions to
allow students to participate in discussions and share ideas
to explore conceptual mathematical content and logic, so
that each student could speculate, analyze, make decisions,
and obtain their own conclusions in his calculus courses.
In general, Dr. B (content-focused with an emphasis on
performance) aims towards a privileged knowledge of
routine procedures and rules (using a lecture style of
teaching), while Dr. A (content-focused with an emphasis
on conceptual understanding) aims towards an understanding
of mathematical ideas and student construction of meaning
(using a student-centered style of teaching). This study
provided evidence of the application of instructional examples
to teach derivatives in calculus courses; however, it did
not discuss the impact of these instructional examples on
the students’ learning of the concepts of derivatives.
Future studies are suggested to investigate the impact of
various instructional examples on students’ learning of
mathematical concepts.
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